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2018,
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Sakurado Fine Arts is delighted to present ‘Walk With Me To The Sea’, Brooklyn based
artist Susumu Kamijo’s first exhibition in Japan featuring 25 new works from his iconic
poodle series. In these drawings, Kamijo decomposes the poodle’s figure into abstract
shapes and restructures them into a playful interlocking arrangement of vibrant colors
and textures.

Kamijo, whose interest lies in depicting familiar subjects such as animals and human
faces through distortion and abstraction, was walking his girlfriend’s poodle one day
when he was drawn to its complex formal quality. Kamijo then began searching for
pictures of poodles on the Internet and in dog magazines and created a series of
colorful drawings based on these images. Consistently executed in portrait format, each
dog poses against a landscape composed with a horizon and a sun-like circle. By

employing such a simple composition as a frame, Kamijo takes a rather abstract
approach to his subjects and reduces them to a field of colors and shapes in a myriad of
variations. The use of oil crayon and pastel, when pressed against paper, creates an
uneven, dry and matte texture, evoking a painterly touch in the image. Fused with
humor and oddness, Kamijo’s work presents a concise interplay of color and form while
imaginatively balancing figuration and abstraction.

A limited number of Kamijo’s first publication ‘Poodles’ will be on sale during the
exhibition. The book contains 46 drawings of poodles and an interview with Kamijo and
Jonas Wood, who met as MFA students at the University of Washington in 2000.

【About the artist】
Born in 1975 in Nagano, Japan, and currently living and working in Brooklyn, NY,
Kamijo moved to the US at the age of 16. He completed a BFA Painting and Drawing at
the University of Oregon in 2000, followed by an MFA Painting and Drawing at the
University of Washington in 2002. His recent solo exhibitions include ‘I Will Walk You
Tomorrow’, Harper’s Books (NY, 2018), ‘Poodles’, Tortoise (LA, 2018), ‘Poodles’,
Sotheby’s S2 (NY, 2017), and ‘I Think So’, Marvin Gardens (NY, 2016). He has also
participated in various group shows in Italy, the UK, and Belgium.
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